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Abstract: Cold load pickup is the phenomenon that takes place when a distribution circuit is re-energized following an extended
outage of that circuit. This phenomenon is referred to as cold load pickup because the power supply has been unavailable for a
period of time so that the load has reached a “cold” state before being re-energized. It is seen that effect of cold load pickup is
more on thermostatic load (refrigerators, air-conditioners, room heaters etc). This paper presents measurements of cold load
pickup for refrigerators. Measurements have been performed on seven refrigerators at summer season. Firstly current has been
measured on running condition. After that the power supply has been switched off for 3 hours. Then power supply has been
switched on and current has been again measured step by step up to normal level. Cold load pickup has been measured on
refrigerators based on that reading.
I.
INTRODUCTION
Cold Load Pickup is the phenomenon that takes place when a power distribution circuit is re- energized following an outage of that
circuit for several minutes to several hours. When the circuit is reenergized two conditions are occurring which increases the current
on that circuit above the pre-outage level. The two conditions are inrush to re-energize the loads and the pickup of more connected
load due to the loss of diversity of the load. Loads that are connected at all times but are cycled on and off based on temperature or
pressure reach a level of diversity once the power circuit has been energized for a period of time. Following an interruption of
service to this circuit the diversity is lost and most or all of these cycling loads will be connected, drawing power for a period of
time following the re-energization of the circuit. The current flow to the circuit may be significantly greater than the normal level.
II.
REFRIGERATORS AND FREEZERS
The basic design of a refrigerating system can be described by figure 1. It consists of an evaporator, a condenser, a compressor and
an expansion valve. In the evaporator the refrigerant is vaporized at a low temperature, Tv, and low pressure, Pv. Vaporization is
due to the temperature difference between the refrigerating medium, Tv, and the refrigerating room, Ti. The capacity of an
evaporator is linearly dependent on this temperature difference. In order to keep the pressure and temperature in the evaporator at a
constant level a mass flow, m, is generated by the action of the compressor.
The compressor transports the mass flow in a closed loop and keeps the pressure in the condenser on a high level. As a result of the
compression the temperature on the condenser side will increase. Reciprocating compressors are the most common used for
refrigerating purposes. This type of compressor theoretically compresses a constant volume. In reality, however, the volumetric
efficiency is inversely proportional to the compression ratio and actual tests show that the total volum-

Fig-[1]

Principle description of a refrigerating system.
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metric efficiency will be rather constant for a given compression ratio. The capacity and efficiency of a compressor varies
considerably with the system operating conditions. The largest impact on the compressor capacity is related to the vaporizing
temperature in the evaporator. An increase of the vaporizing temperature will result in a higher pressure and thereby an increased
density of the vapour. Each volume of vapour compressed will then consist of a larger mass of refrigerant. An increased vaporizing
pressure will reduce the compression ratio and thereby improve the volumetric efficiency. The largest part of the capacity increase
is, however, related to the higher vapour density.
A variation in the condenser temperature will not affect the compressor capacity as much as a change in the vaporizing temperature.
This since the condenser temperature does not have an influence on the density of the vapour compressed. However, a change in the
condensing temperature will change the condenser pressure and the compression ratio and thereby also the volumetric efficiency.
The power consumption of the compressor is mainly dependent of the mass flow and the compression ratio. A higher mass flow will
in the same way as a higher compression ratio increase the power consumption.
The condenser works approximately in the same way as the evaporator. Instead of absorbing heat the condenser gives away the heat
absorbed in the evaporator and the energy of the work done by the compression. In the same way as for the evaporator the capacity
of a condenser is linearly dependent with the temperature difference between the condenser and the ambient temperature. Before the
liquid comes back to the evaporator the pressure has to be reduced and this is done in the expansion valve. The most common type
of expansion valve is the capillary tube which is a tube with a small diameter installed between the condenser and evaporator. The
mass flow through the capillary tube is proportional to the difference between the condenser and evaporator pressure. During the off
cycle the capillary tube will not close and therefore the high and low side pressures will equalize. This will reduce the starting up
power compared with if the capillary tube would have been closed. This means that it is possible to use a motor with a low starting
torque for the compressor.
During a disturbance in the power supply the temperature inside the cooling equipment will rise and the pressure in the condenser
and evaporator will be equalized. After the initial phase when the compressor starts and the pressure in the condenser increases a
quasi stationary level with a quasi constant mass flow will be achieved. The higher temperature inside the refrigerating equipment
will increase the evaporator temperature which will result in a higher evaporator pressure. This gives an increased density in the
evaporator and consequently also a larger mass flow through the compressor. The power consumption of the compressor will
increase due to the higher mass flow. As the pressure in the evaporator and the condenser will change, also the compression ratio
and thereby the volumetric efficiency will be affected. However, the condenser pressure increases more than the evaporator pressure
and therefore the compression ratio will not be changed so much.
III.
PROCEDURE
In order to study the behaviour after a disturbance measurements have been performed on seven refrigerators in summer season.
Firstly current has been measured on normal running condition of refrigerator. After that the power supply has been switched off for
3 hours so the refrigerator comes into cold state. Then power supply has been switched on and current has been again measured up
to normal level.
Fig 2 shows the current time graph of seven refrigerators. As shown in fig 2 the current after restoration is very high. Current comes
in to normal state after several minutes.
Fig 3 shows the current time graph of seven refrigerators but it’s an enlarged view of this graph for a time up to 5 minutes.

Fig [2] – Current and Time graph of refrigerators in cold load pickup condition
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Fig [3] – Current and Time graph of refrigerators in cold load pickup condition
Table 1 shows the current value in normal running condition and cold load pickup value. It also shows the duration and percentage
of cold load pickup.
Table -1 Current measurement in refrigerators in cold load pickup condition:
Serial no of Refrigerator
Cold load pickup Peak current Normal current Percentage of
time (minute)
(ampere)
(ampere)
cold
load
pickup (%)
Refrigerator 1
49
5.95
0.74
804.0541
Refrigerator 2
32
3.58
0.84
426.1905
Refrigerator 3
52
4.48
0.95
471.5789
Refrigerator 4
38
2.52
0.38
663.1579
Refrigerator 5
56
4.44
0.53
837.7358
Refrigerator 6
43
3.89
0.74
525.6757
Refrigerator 7
54
6.29
0.72
873.6111
IV.
CONCLUSION
Cold load pickup takes place when a power distribution circuit is re- energized after several hours of cold state of thermostatic load.
The initial current is 4 to 7 times of normal current in cold load pickup condition.
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As shown in fig 2 the initial current in various refrigerators varies from 4.26 to 8.73 times of normal current. Cold load pickup
current comes into normal state after several minutes i.e. 32 minutes to 56 minutes. In this duration the overload on the distribution
transformer takes place, which is one of the reason of failure of distribution transformer.
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